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RANGE COOKER: 7 GAS BURNERS + 3 ELECTRIC OVENS 
THE KING OF THE KITCHEN

How can anyone resist the timeless charm of a Schneider range cooker? 
As the latest iteration of our traditional savoir-faire, it meets all the demands of a modern 
kitchen. With its sophisticated look and highly modular design, it fits perfectly into the kitchen 
of the keenest cooks to ensure that making food is just as enjoyable as eating it. Whether you 
have a big family, love to throw dinner parties or are simply a fan of the “chic farmhouse” vibe, 

this cooker will certainly spice up your life.

SCG71MFWR (Bordeaux) 
SCG71MFCR (Cream) 

SCG71MFB (Black) 

SCG71MFXP (Stainless steel) 
Bonus: Its cast iron plancha 

grill is perfect for semi-
professional use.
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FEATURES 

Adjustable feet: 16-36 mm
Timer: Yes
Display: White LED
Dimensions (WxDxH):
100 x 60 x 89,5 cm

Stove top:
Heat type: Gas
Input type:
Dials
Number of burners:
7, including 1 for woks
Burner ring material: Cast iron

Ovens:
Oven 1: Multifunction, 60 L
Oven 2: Fan, 51 L
Oven 3: Electric, 30 L
+ Pan storage: 31 L with flap door

SOLD IN SPECIALIST OUTLETS AND ONLINE 

RANGE COOKER: 7 GAS BURNERS + 3 ELECTRIC OVENS  

The Schneider range cooker offers exceptional space for a broad range 
of highly flexible uses, letting you cook an entire three-course meal 
simultaneously.

Cooking with gas lets you work quickly with high heat, keeping ingredients 
full of texture and flavour. Its 7 gas burners come in different sizes and power 
levels, including a very large central burner which makes this Schneider 
range cooker perfect for use with woks. The burners are complemented by 
3 electric ovens, each with different sizes and functions (multifunction, grill, 
fan) but all with the same ease of cleaning!

The ovens have telescopic runners to make it easier to put dishes in and take 
them out, reducing the risk of spills. It also comes with a large under space 
which is perfect for storing cookware. This practical storage space means 
that pans, tins and dishes are just a flick of a door away.

Its coated buttons, geometric handles and high-quality materials ensure that 
this Schneider range cooker has unrivalled aesthetics that fit beautifully into 
any kitchen design. 

Range cooker: 7 gas burners + 3 electric ovens 
SCG71MFWR (Bordeaux) / SCG71MFCR (Cream) 

SCG71MFB (Black) / SCG71MFXP (Stainless steel) 

€ 1699.99 


